Banshee 200 & 300
Pitching Instructions

Flysheet First Pitching
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Assemble poles and lay them on the ground parallel - 2 poles – 1 x long pole and 1 x shorter pole.
Open flysheet on ground and position tent in desired direction. Make sure the doors are completely closed.
Locate pole sleeves on flysheet and insert poles.
On one side, locate the end of each pole into corresponding eyelets on pole anchor straps.
On the opposite side, push poles into an arch and locate pole ends into corresponding eyelets on pole
anchor straps.
Peg out webbing straps at both corners of one end of tent using pin pegs supplied.
Pull flysheet from other end, away from end pegged points, until tent takes shape. Peg the
opposite two webbing straps.
Peg down remaining pole anchor straps and pegging points.
Attach clips to poles.
Peg out all guylines.

Inner
1.
2.

Open out inner and position doorway to correspond with the flysheet door(s).
Starting from the rear corners of the tent, attach the elasticated hooks on the groundsheet to corresponding
rings on the flysheet anchor straps. Suspend the inner by attaching elastic loops of inner tent with clips on
inside of flysheet.

Tension Band System
1.
2.
3.

Insert tension bands through corresponding
access points in inner tent (ceiling and sidewall).
Connect the straps into the side-release buckles.
Adjust the tension of the TBS straps until the slack
is taken out
Tension band pockets are provided for storage
when not in use.
Vango’s patented Tension Band System ensures that your tent performs in adverse weather conditions,
especially strong changeable winds. In calm conditions the system can be disconnected if desired.
When tensioned, the bands brace the pole and prevent sideways movement, as shown in the diagram
above. The buckles should be adjusted so that slack is removed, do not overtension the system as this
may deform the poles.

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL RETAILER
or
AMG Group Ltd., Kelburn Business Park, Port Glasgow, Scotland. PA14 6TD.
UK Consumer Hotline: 0844 811 0535
E-Mail: info@vango.co.uk
Calls to our Customer Hotline cost 5p per minute.
Calls from mobile phones, cable networks or public payphones will generally cost more.

